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Recent epidemiological studies have demonstrated a
correlation between exposure to fine particulate matter and an
increased incidence of cardiovascular morbidity and mortality.
Unfortunately the mechanisms behind this correlation remain
largely unknown. Ultrafine particles (smaller than 100 nm)
have been reported to be particularly relevant pathologically
due to their small size and high reactivity. The primary
constituents of ambient ultrafine particles are carbon, organic
compounds and metals. The metals, in particular the transition
metals, may play a key role in determining the toxicity of
ultrafine particles. Of the transition metals, Fe, Cr, and Mn are
of particular interest because of their abundance and the fact
that their redox chemistry alters their bioavailability and
toxicity.
The impact of particle composition on metal oxidation
state, and on changes in oxidation state with simulated
atmospheric aging, are investigated experimentally in flamegenerated nanoparticles containing Mn, Cr, and Fe. The results
demonstrate that the initial fraction of Cr(VI) within the
particles decreases with increasing total metal concentration in
the flame. In contrast, the initial Mn oxidation state was only
partly controlled by metal loading, suggesting the importance
of other factors. Two reaction pathways, one reductive and
one oxidative, were found to be operating simultaneously
during simulated atmospheric aging. The oxidative pathway
depended upon the presence of simulated sunlight and O3,
whereas the reductive pathway occurred in the presence of
simulated sunlight alone. The reductive pathway appears to be
rapid but transient, allowing the oxidative pathway to
dominate with longer aging times, i.e. greater than ~8 hours.
The presence of Mn within the particles enhanced the
importance of the oxidative pathway, leading to more net Cr
oxidation during aging implying that Mn can mediate
oxidation by removal of electrons from other particulate
metals.
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Thallium (Tl) is one of the heaviest elements for which
variation in natural stable isotope composition has been
recorded. To date, the largest isotope fractionation factor
reported has a magnitude of about 20 ε205Tl-units (where
ε205Tl = 104 x (205Tl/203Tlsample-205Tl/203TlNIST 997)/ 205Tl/203TlNIST
997) and occurs between seawater and hydrogenetic marine
ferromanganese (FeMn) crusts [1]. Recently, it was proposed
that Tl isotope variations of this size most likely occur during
equilibration of the two valence states of Tl, +1 and +3 [2].
Mn oxide phases are extremely efficient scavengers of
dissolved trace-metals. Tl is highly enriched in marine FeMn
deposits relative to seawater and empirical studies show
positive Tl-Mn correlations [3]. A previous x-ray absorption
spectroscopy (XAS) study of Tl sorption by the principle Tlcarrier in Fe-Mn crusts, δ-MnO2, suggests that Tl is almost
exclusively present in this mineral as Tl3+, despite the solution
used for sorbing Tl onto δ-MnO2 consisted solely of Tl+ [4].
Hence, we hypothesize that Tl isotopes might fractionate as a
function of Tl oxidation by different Mn oxide phases.
Here we have performed Tl-sorption experiments at
seawater pH with δ-MnO2 (7Å-vernadite), 10Å-vernadite and
and todorokite, equilibrated over various time scales. Tlsorbed Mn oxides were investigated with XAS for Tl
oxidation state and Tl crystal-chemistry. Aliquots of the same
Tl-sorbed samples were separated for Tl isotope composition
determination. Supernatants were also kept for Tl isotope
analysis.
Thallium speciation and isotope compositions for the Tlsorbed Mn Oxides will be presented and discussed in the
context of theoretical predictions. Additionally, we will
present Tl XAS analyses of a range of natural FeMn crust
samples, for which Tl isotope data is already available [1].
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